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Jesus called out, “He who has ears to hear, let him hear.” Luke 8:8
I. Reality of Disappointment when Good Seed is Wasted.

Hearing the Son: Luke 8: 1-15

01/03/2021!

Jesus called out, “He who has ears to hear, let him hear.” Luke 8:8
I. Reality of Disappointment when Good Seed is Wasted.

A. D_____ ears and h______ hearts only feed the birds.
 The devil is fast to spot an easy meal.

A. D_____ ears and h______ hearts only feed the birds.
 The devil is fast to spot an easy meal.

B. J_______ ears and s____________ hearts lead to disappointment.
 The depth of our spiritual roots will be tested.

B. J_______ ears and s____________ hearts lead to disappointment.
 The depth of our spiritual roots will be tested.

C. C_____________ ears and d___________ hearts waste efforts.
 Avoid three evil choke holds: w_____, r______, p______.

C. C_____________ ears and d___________ hearts waste efforts.
 Avoid three evil choke holds: w_____, r______, p______.

II. Promise of a Huge Crop When Good Seed is Nurtured.

II. Promise of a Huge Crop When Good Seed is Nurtured.

A. Faith and salvation come from h_______ and b_______ the word.

A. Faith and salvation come from h_______ and b_______ the word.

B. Growth comes as we r_________ o______ what we learn.

B. Growth comes as we r_________ o______ what we learn.

C. The harvest comes with p________ p_____________.

C. The harvest comes with p________ p_____________.

III. Cleaning our Ears and Massaging our Hearts in 2021.

III. Cleaning our Ears and Massaging our Hearts in 2021.

A. God has m_____ m_____ to give me through His living word.

A. God has m_____ m_____ to give me through His living word.

B. It is my c_______ to listen by r________, m________, m________.

B. It is my c_______ to listen by r________, m________, m________.

C. I prepare my heart by c_________ w_____ I d__.

C. I prepare my heart by c_________ w_____ I d__.

To Listen to the One in 2021, God help me to:
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

To Listen to the One in 2021, God help me to:
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

